Abstract: A compact all-fiber magnetic field sensor based on the combination of a magnetic fluid and a nonadiabatic microfiber is experimentally demonstrated. By using a fusion splicer combined with an additional flame brushing, the nonadiabatic microfiber, with an abrupt taper, a small waist diameter and a long region, provides a strong evanescent field and a long sensitive distance. The result indicates that a sensitivity as high as 309.3 pm/Oe can be achieved in the range from 0 to 200 Oe. The designed nonadiabatic microfiber sensing structure suggests potential application as a tunable all-in-fiber photonic and other newly fashioned magneto-optical photonic devices.
Introduction
Magnetic sensors are increasingly important in modern society. In the past few decades, many types of magnetic sensors have been proposed for the accurate detection of a magnetic field, such as optical magnetic sensors [1] , magnetically mediated thermoacoustic effect magnetic sensors [2] - [5] , and tunnel magnetoresistance effect magnetic sensors [6] . To achieve electromagnetic immunity and compact size, several technologies and materials have been developed to enhance the performance of optical magnetic sensors with high sensitivity [7] , temperature-compensation [8] , distributed magnetic field and current-sensing capabilities [9] . Magnetic fluids (MFs), as a type of novel functional material, exhibit a tunable refractive index (RI), tunable birefringence and tunable transmittance [10] - [12] . Many photonic devices have been developed with MF, such as couplers [13] - [16] , magnetic-field sensors [17] - [20] , tunable slow light [21] and tunable filters [22] , [23] . An optical fiber with an MF has become one of the promising devices for the measurement of magnetic fields and electric current. Such a device has unique advantages and anti-interference and is also highly valued in industrial and military fields. The employed structures include long-period gratings [24] , multimode interference [25] , a Sagnac interferometer [26] , a microfiber knot resonator or silicon microring [27] , [28] , a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [29] and microfiber [30] . Due to the fluid characteristics, MFs are easy to integrate with the microfiber. The microfiber utilizes the changing of radius and effective refractive index along the axial distribution to tune the light-field transmission. The tapered waist region exposes the evanescent field beyond the surface. Along with the evanescent field, the fiber realizes the interaction with the surrounding medium of strong light to obtain high sensitivity and sensing signal.
In recently years, microfiber magnetic sensors based on the refractive index tunability of MF has gained significant attention. A fusion splicer, or flame brushing, or laser melting has been used as the main method for the fabrication of the special fiber structure. In 2013, a single modemultimode-single mode fiber structure was proposed with a sensitivity of 16.86 pm/Oe [31] . In 2015, a magnetic-field sensor using a microfiber coupler (MFC) surrounded with MF was proposed, with a sensitivity of 191.8 pm/Oe and 0.037 dB/Oe achieved [32] . In 2017, two types of magnetic-field sensors based on Sagnac loop and knot resonator configurations with microfiber coupling structures were proposed, with their sensitivity demonstrated to be 19.4 pm/Oe and 171.8 pm/Oe, respectively [33] . Such studies indicate that mode coupling and long-distance transmission can enhance the sensitivity of the microfiber sensor. However, if a single microfiber can be used to achieve mode coupling over a long distance, not only can the volume be smaller but also the sensitivity could be substantially enhanced.
For a single microfiber, when the fiber diameter is decreased sharply, the fundamental mode transmission in the fiber core in the tapered region is coupled into a high order even radiation mode propagation into the cladding, which occurs between the strong coupling mode. However, the sharp change leads to a short cone area, which limits its evanescent field. When the diameter of the optical fiber decreases slowly, the transmission light slowly leaks from the core to the environment. Due to the slow change of the cone area, there will be no strong coupling between the optical modes. Therefore, the structure needs an extra intense change to realize enhanced interaction between the evanescent field and the environment, which simultaneously remains with a long-waist taper and strong coupling between the optical modes.
In this paper, an all-fiber magnetic-field sensor based on a nonadiabatic microfiber immersed MF is proposed. The sensing unit is fabricated by two tapering steps by using a fusion splicer and additional flame brushing. The designed unit not only maintains the model interference of the nonadiabatic cone but also greatly increases the length of the waist region. A sensitivity as high as 309.3 pm/Oe was achieved in the range from 0 to 200 Oe. The experimental result shows that the proposed structure gives a guideline for designing a highly sensitive magnetic-field sensor based on a microfiber coupling structure.
Fabrication and Sensing Principle
The optical fiber sensing head can be prepared by two simple tapers. For the first step, the strong electric arc discharge of the fusion splicer (FiTel S178A, Japan) makes the strong coupling. Second, the tapered fiber is fused by the hydrogen oxygen flame of the taper machine. At the same time, a high-precision step platform is used to exert a certain tension on one side of the fiber to form an axially asymmetric structure. The structure not only maintains the strong coupling but also greatly increases the length of the waist region. Compared with the normal scale, the waist diameter of the structure decreased significantly, resulting in a large part of the fiber evanescent field diverging to the external environment. Therefore, the optical fiber sensitivities will be enhanced significantly. The optical microscope image of the unit is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, the parameters for this nonadiabatic microfiber are L t = 983.14 and 898.97 μm, L w = 2600.34 μm and w = 4 μm.
For the nonadiabatic microfiber shown in Fig. 1 , when the optical signal is transmitted through the first abrupt taper, part of the light energy of the core mode at the untapered region can be coupled into the cladding. The core and the cladding modes can recombine at another taper and interfere with each other. Therefore, the optical fiber sensing structure can be considered as a modal interferometer, and the transmission spectrum contributed to the interference can be expressed as [24] :
where I f and I h are the amplitudes of the core mode and cladding modes, respectively. n eff is the effective refractive index difference of the core mode and the cladding modes. L is the length of the interference region. The attenuation peak wavelength of the spectrum can be expressed as:
where N is the interference order. The transmission can be written as:
where κ f −f is the self-coupling efficiency and κ f −h is the coupling efficiency of the core mode to the cladding modes:
where ε is the modulation of the dielectric constant, which is dependent on n eff , and E i (x, y) is the field profile of the modes. Since the effective refractive index of the cladding modes is sensitive to the external refractive index, n eff and κ f −h will change accordingly. I mi n will also be tuned by changing the κ f −h . The wavelength shift and intensity change is obtained according to Eqs. (2) and (4). Therefore, information from the external environment can be potentially effectively detected by monitoring the transmission dip and wavelength variation of the nonadiabatic microfiber.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Fig . 2 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the magnetic field tunability test of the proposed nonadiabatic microfiber. The optical fiber sensing structure is placed between two poles of an electromagnet, whose intensity is adjusted by tuning the magnitude of a voltage source, with direction perpendicular to the nonadiabatic microfiber axis. A Gauss meter with a resolution of 1 Oe is used to measure the intensity of the magnetic field. Two ends of the nonadiabatic microfiber sensor were connected to a super-continuum broadband source (SBS, wavelength ranges from 600 nm to 1700 nm) and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA: Yokogawa AQ6370C) to monitor the transmission spectrum. The optical fiber sensor is fabricated by a nonadiabatic microfiber surrounded by EMG605 (Ferrotec, Japan), which is carried by a heat shrinkable tube with the two ends sealed with paraffin. The physical diagram for the sensing unit is shown in Fig. 3 . During the measurement of the magnetic field intensity, the nonadiabatic microfiber sensor was fixed on a microscope glass slide to hold it straight and prevent the influence of strain. The different magnetic field intensities were adjusted by tuning the magnitude of the voltage source. The Gauss meter was used to measure the magnetic field intensity as a reference. The transmission characteristics of the nonadiabatic microfiber sensor are given in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows the transmission spectra for the nonadiabatic microfiber for a varying magnetic field intensity in the range of 0 to 200 Oe. As the magnetic field strength increases, a red shift The refractive index of ferrofluids is not only related to the intensity of the magnetic field but also to the relative orientation between the fiber and magnetic field. Here, the external magnetic field H is applied along the perpendicular direction of the fiber axis. As a result, with the increment of the external magnetic-field intensity, the refractive index of the ferrofluid will decrease. Obviously, the optical fiber transmission will change with the variation of the magnetic field strength. Table 1 compares the preparation and sensitivity achieved in the present study with different types of magnetic field sensors. It clearly shows that the proposed nonadiabatic microfiber sensor has a simple preparation method and high magnetic field sensitivity.
The nonadiabatic taper and waist mutation conduction light is divided into two reference lights and the measuring light, which interfere with each other. Therefore, the transmission of the proposed structure results in an approximately sinusoidal spectral response. The range of interaction between the nonadiabatic cone and the surrounding environment is long, which leads to a great improvement in sensitivity. This proposed nonadiabatic microfiber not only maintains the interference of the nonadiabatic cone but also greatly increases the length of the waist region. As a result, the optical signal transmission of the nonadiabatic microfiber could be effectively tuned by the magnetic field intensity, and the experimental results show that the sensitivity of the structure is very high. In addition, the proposed sensing structure gives a guideline for increasing the sensitivity for a microfiber coupling structure.
Conclusion
In conclusion, an all-fiber magnetic field sensor based on the combination of a magnetic fluid (MF) and nonadiabatic microfiber is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. Due to the strong evanescent field and long waist region of the nonadiabatic microfiber, changes in both the wavelength shift and transmission loss are adjustable by variation of the magnetic field strength, with a sensitivity as high as 309.3 pm/Oe achieved in the range from 0 to 200 Oe. In addition, the designed sensing structure also shows several advantages, such as compactness, low cost, high sensitivity, and immunity to electromagnetic interference. It is also expected to find potential applications in tunable photonic devices.
